
15th century, well before their European opponents.

In 1567, the corps (artillerists, gun carriage drivers, and

armourers) had 2,671 men on its payroll. Initially the

Janissaries were equipped with bows, crossbows and

javelins. In the first half of the 15th century they began to

use matchlock arquebuses, andMurad III (r.1574–95)

equipped themwith the more advancedmatchlock musket.

However, the Janissaries’ traditional weapon, the recurved

bow, remained a formidable weapon well into the 17th

century. The Ottomans also established cannon foundries

and saltpetre and gunpowder works throughout their

empire and remained self-sufficient in the production of

cannon, hand firearms, gunpowder and ammunition well

into the 18th century.

UnderMehmed II and Bayezid II the Ottomans

acquired the common naval technology of the

Mediterranean, adopting the galley as their principal vessel.

The size of the Ottoman navy was already impressive under

Mehmed II, who employed 380 galleys in his naval

expeditions against the Genoese-administered Crimean

port town of Caffa in 1475. During the 1499–1503

Ottoman-Venetian war, Bayezid II considerably

strengthened the navy, ordering the construction of no less

than 250 galleys in late 1500 alone. The reorganization of

the Ottoman navy under Bayezid II transformed the

originally land-based empire into a formidable naval power.

The navy was instrumental in halting Portuguese expansion

in the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, and in the Ottoman conquest of Mamluk Egypt in

1516–17 under Selim I.

After the conquest of Egypt in 1517, it became imperative for the Ottomans to

control the maritime lines of communication between Cairo and Istanbul, and so they

eliminated all hostile bases in the easternMediterranean (Rhodes in 1522, Cyprus in

1570–73).Appointing Hayreddin Barbarossa governor of Algiers (in 1519) and grand

admiral of the Ottoman navy (in 1533) and co-opting the corsairs of the Barbary

states of Algiers and Tunis was a smart and economically efficient way to strengthen

the Ottoman navy further, and extendedOttoman influence as far as Algiers and Tunis.

Ruling the Empire
Although Europeans called the Ottomans ‘Turks’, they considered themselves Osmanlı

(Ottomans), followers of Osman, the eponymous founder of the Osmanlı dynasty. In

the early decades of the empire’s history everyone who followed Osman and joined his

band was considered Osmanlı, regardless of ethnicity or religion. Later the term

referred to the Ottoman ruling elite, also known as askeri (‘military’) after their main

occupation. The tax-paying subject population,Muslims and non-Muslims alike, was

known as the reaya, the ‘flock’.While the term ‘Turk’ is not entirely incorrect to denote

the Ottomans – for the dynastic family and their followers were originally Turks – in

This illustration from the 16th-century

Kitab-ı Bahriye (Book of Navigation),

by the famous naval captain and

cartographer Piri Reis, shows the port

and fortification of Alaiye (Alanya in

southernTurkey).Notice the RedTower

(Kızıl Kule) at thewater’s edge and the

five arches of the Seljuk shipyard to

its left.
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Ottoman Forces on Land
and at Sea

Right This famous 16th-centuryTurkish

miniature shows the Ottoman navy at

the French port of Toulon.As part of the

Franco-Ottoman alliance against the

Habsburgs, the Ottoman navy under

Hayreddin Barbarossa wintered in the

port city in 1543.

Below The Battle of Childir (1578) near

Kars, the first major Ottoman victory in

the longOttoman-Safavid war of 1578–

90 over the Caucasus.The Ottoman

army,commanded by LalaMustafa

Pasha,defeated the Safavids.
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T he Safavid Empire of 1501–1722 was the longest-lasting Persian polity in the

history of Islamic Iran. Its alignment of ancient Persian ideas of kingship with

Imami Shia doctrines of Islam created a distinctive culture, one whose

powerful legacy can be traced in the later history of the region.1

The Safavid Empire grew out of a messianic venture in the north west of Persia,

which became the anchor for the reemergence of a distinctly Persian empire not seen

since the advent of Islam in the 7th century. Imami or Twelver Shiism (named for the

twelve Shia imams) became the dominant religion, although Sunni Islam was

prominent along with large communities, native or imported, of Zoroastrians, Jews

and Christians. The territorial gains and losses of the Safavid period settled to an area

more or less contiguous with the political boundaries of modern Iran. The Persian

and Shia cultural identity of the Safavid Empire grew out of continual conflict or

competition with neighbouring Sunni empires – the Ottomans, theMughals and

the Uzbeks – and political alliances and trade partnerships with Europe and Asia.

A cultural synthesis, forged out of the ethnic, linguistic and religious groupings in

Safavid society, revived the political concept of Iran, rooted in its long history, as a

proto-nationalist phenomenon.2

TheBoyBecomes King
‘The padshah [king] of the inhabited quarter of the

globe’3 was the fourteen-year-old Ismail (1487–1524),

the charismatic young leader of the Safaviyye order. This

was one of the numerous Sufi (mystical) orders that arose

in western Asia in the wake of theMongol invasions of

the early 13th century. The order was founded by Sheikh

Safi al-Din Eshaq (1252–1334) and centred on a shrine

complex at Ardabil, near the south-western shore of the

Caspian Sea. Leadership of the order was inherited;

Ismail was a direct descendant of Sheikh Safi (a ‘Safavid’).

The order attracted numerous followers in the century

and a half after its foundation, and became increasingly

militant, wealthy and powerful. This led the Aqquyunlu

Turkmens, the rulers of western Persia, to attempt to

suppress the order. However, in the summer of 1501, the

young Ismail and his followers defeated the Aqquyunlu,

and captured their capital city Tabriz. Ismail was crowned

Shah (King) of Iran, beginning the dynastic reign of

the Safavids.

The author of a magisterial universal history,Mir

Ghiyas al-DinMuhammadHussayni (d. 1525), better

known as Khwandamir, wrote of Ismail:

The crown gained its renown from your head,O shah

The throne gained its worth from your foot, O shah

Your justice maintains the kingdom,O shah

By your kingship the world became whole, O shah.4
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Map showing the Safavid Empire at its

greatest geographical extent,during

the reign of Shah Abbas I ‘The Great’

(1587–1629).Territorial rivalries with

the Ottomans over theMesopotamian

provinces (Iraq) and Shia holy sites,and

with theMughals and the Uzbeks over

the greater Khurasan region (including

Afghanistan) raged throughout the

Safavid period.

Previous pages TheMasjed-e Jadid-e

Abbasi (Royal Mosque) in Isfahanwas

the first congregational mosque to be

built by any of the Safavid shahs. It is

sheathed in tiles throughout including

the interior vaults of its two prayer

sanctuaries,which flank the domed

mihrab chamber with its nichemarking

the direction of prayer (qibla).
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KEY DATES
1501–24 Shah Ismail I founds the Safavid Empire, ruling from Tabriz

1514 Battle of Chaldiran: the Ottoman Sultan Selim I defeats Shah Ismail I

1524–76 Reign of Shah Tahmasb

1520s–30s Creation of Shah Tahmasb’s Shahnama (Book of Kings)

1544–55 Qazvin inaugurated as the new capital city

1576–87 CivilWar and crisis of succession

1587–1629 Reign of Shah Abbas I ‘The Great’

1590/91 Beginning of construction of Maydan-e Naqsh-e Jahan complex and

the Chahar Bagh Promenade in Isfahan

1598 Isfahan becomes the new Safavid capital

1604 Forced relocation of the Armenianmerchant families of Julfa on the

Araxes and the founding of the New Julfa quarter in Isfahan

1611–12 Founding of Farahabad city (Caspian Sea) and urban development in

the holy city of Mashhad, and the port of Bandar Abbas (Persian Gulf)

1611–38 Completion of theMasjed-e Jadid-e Abbasi (Royal Mosque) and

Maydan-e Naqsh-e Jahan, Isfahan

1642–66 Reign of Shah Abbas II

1647–50s Construction of the Chehel Sotun (Forty Pillar Palace)

1722 Afghan siege of Isfahan and capitulation of Shah Sultan Hussein
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Shah Ismail I (1487–1524), the

charismatic founder of the Safavid

dynasty of Persia,victorious in battle

against the Uzbeks inTransoxiana.

This is a folio with paintings in ink and

pigments from a 17th-century copy of

the Tarikh-e alam-ara-ye Shah Ismail

(TheWorld-Adorning History of Shah

Ismail).
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modernization programme, based onWestern models, aimed to abolish the unequal

treaties imposed by theWestern powers during the late 1850s using gunboat

diplomacy. As in China, the unequal treaties forced Japan to open ‘treaty ports’ to

trade and privileged foreigner settlements and deprived Japan of the ability to regulate

import duties or to prosecute foreigners under Japanese law (extraterritoriality).

There were reforms not only in strategic manufacturing andmilitary industries,

but also in society and culture.Western powers would treat Japan as an equal only if

they viewed Japan as ‘civilized’: that is, likeWestern societies. For example, the

Japanese government hired manyWesterners to advise and teach the Japanese how to

A print representing Japanese curiosity

about the‘Black Ships’, the American

warships so named for the billowing

black smoke from their steam engines.
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Understanding the origins and development of Japan’s empire requires an

examination of Japan’s nationalist goals in the context of international politics

and diplomacy during the second half of the 19th century. Understanding Japanese

leaders’ broad goals makes their colonial ambitions comprehensible and even

unsurprising, though they should not necessarily be seen as part of a planned

conspiracy.At the same time, empires are not static. Changes within the regional and

international environment afterWorldWar I as well as domestic social, economic

and political circumstances help to explain how and why Japanese leaders became

estranged from theWestern powers and decided to pursue aggressive expansionary

policies in the 1930s.

‘A Rich Country, Strong Army’
In January 1868Meiji Restoration leaders carried out a coup that overthrew the

Tokugawa Shoguns,who had ruled formore than two and a half centuries (1603–1868).

The coup came after fifteen years of tumultuous politics, civil war and a

transformation of the world view of theMeiji leaders. TheMeiji leaders rode the wave

of the anti-Western Restorationmovement, but they rejected radical terrorism against

Westerners in order to try to save Japan from becoming a semi-colony like China.

This involved creating a highly centralized political system, under the theoretically

restored rule of the divinely descended emperor, in addition to organizing modern

Western-style military forces. TheMeiji leaders encapsulated their nationalist goals

and approach to reform in two slogans: ‘a rich country, strong army’ and ‘Japanese

spirit,Western techniques’. In their new world view, international politics consisted of

a struggle among nations to achieve power and status. Enriching the country and

strengthening the military would be the means to Japan’s gaining a place at the top of

the hierarchy of nations equivalent to that of the majorWestern powers. Their broad
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Samurai from the Satsuma domain,one

of the domains that led theMeiji

Restoration overthrow of theTokugawa

Shogunate.Themixture ofWestern and

Japanesemilitary uniforms and

weapons can be clearly seen.

‘A rich country,
strong army’

‘Japanese spirit,
Western

techniques’

Slogans of the Meiji leadership
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